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This issue of the Journal of Hospital Medicine features an important contribution concerning the current state of academic hospital medicine. The survey of 57 hospitalists revealed what many of us already suspected: the state of mentorship in academic hospitalist groups is unsatisfactory. While the conclusion is alarming, it is also not surprising. Over the past decade academic medical centers enthusiastically hired hospitalists to improve efficiency for inpatient services and to lessen the effect of Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) regulations on duty hours and patient caps. Few departments of internal medicine, however, hired academic hospitalists with the intent of creating academic divisions. Thus many institutions appear to view hospitalists primarily as hospital employees ignoring their potential academic contributions, and as a result it should not be a surprise that many hospitalist groups lack the mentorship infrastructure of other divisions within a typical Department of Medicine. Compounding the hospital employee problem, the new field of academic hospital medicine has emerged only in the last decade, a time frame that has resulted in very few hospitalists qualified to serve as senior mentors.

We cannot easily remove these limitations: the past is the past, and over time, hospital medicine will mature and develop more senior mentors. But what should we do until that maturation occurs? We believe that the academic work of hospitalists, both in education and research (Quality and Patient Safety) are important endeavors too valuable to be left to chance. With 30,000 hospitalists delivering care, it is critical that research in the optimal delivery of this care be performed, targeting systems improvements to enact anticipated outcomes in quality and patient safety. The physicians who are regularly and intimately involved in this system of inpatient care delivery, the hospitalists, are best suited for identifying the unique features of the inpatient care system needing improvement. Mentorship is essential in ensuring the advancement of both areas, and the sustainability of hospital medicine in medical acadeeme. The article by Harrison et al.1 both establishes the depth of these issues and provides important insights into potential solutions for closing this mentorship gap while the field matures.

Defining Academic Expectations for Hospitalists

Harrison et al.1 note that academic hospitalists felt “there was a lack of respect for the scholarly work that hospitalists do as part of their job,” raising the proposition that the mentorship dearth for academic hospitalists might result from currently available mentors “not knowing what to say.” Even if mentors were plentiful today, we still must ask the question, “What would the mentor advise the young hospitalist to do?” The academic hospitalist offers extraordinary value to the Department, but in a way that is different from the standard “R0R0-1 Grant” paradigm. Even if hospitalists acquire extramural funding, it will likely come from sources different from the National Institutes of Health (NIH): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), foundations (eg, The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation or The John A. Hartford Foundation), intramural hospital-originating funding, etc. And while extramural funding may be a

Utilizing Other Mentors

No measure of systems change will make young hospitalists immediately experienced, such that they have the sophistication to be senior mentors for younger hospitalists. But we can compensate for this temporary gap in mentorship experience. First, in the next 5 to 10 years, young academic hospitalists need explicit direction from those within Departments of Medicine who do have this mentorship experience, even if these mentors do not work in hospital medicine. Mentors within General Internal Medicine or the subspecialties can still provide the guidance and support to ensure that academic hospitalists are engaging in the appropriate endeavors toward promotion and intellectual growth. Second, academic hospitalists have to seek out mentorship from afar through their participation in the organizations primarily devoted to the academic welfare of hospitalists: The Society of Hospital Medicine (SHM) and the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM). Both organizations sponsor mentorship programs, and regular attendance at regional and/or national meetings (followed by email correspondence) can greatly improve an academic hospitalist’s career trajectory. Finally, midlevel and senior-level hospitalists have to learn mentorship skills; mere experience in the field does not ensure acquisition of the necessary mentorship skills, anymore than experience in medicine ensures teaching skills. Mentorship is its own skill set, and receiving appropriate training via the SHM or SGIM national meetings or the Academic Hospitalist Academy (referenced below) is critical.
measure of a hospitalist’s contribution to the Department, it should not be the only measure of the hospitalist’s career development. There are 2 ways to get rich: acquire more money, or spend less money. Academic hospitalists, unlike other specialties in Medicine, are likely to fall into the latter category, by offering decreased hospital costs (ie, decreased length of stay, decreased “never events,” etc.). Further, hospitalists may save in opportunity costs: the hospitalist staffing a ward service is less costly than a subspecialist who could be performing procedures, or a basic science researcher who could be acquiring grants. The problem today is that there is no way to quantify this “decreased loss,” and having this sort of metric will greatly enable mentors to provide hospitalists with ways of showing value to the department outside of the standard NIH grant paradigm. The Quality Portfolio developed by the SGIM and the forthcoming “Benchmarks for Academic Hospitalists Promotion” white paper (as developed by the SHM’s Academic Practice and Promotion Committee) will greatly improve the substance of mentorship for academic hospitalists. Leaders of academic hospital medicine must learn to educate chairs of medicine and medical school deans as to the value-added services intrinsic in the integration of hospitalists into the academic environment.

Having an Academic Plan

Mentorship is a 2-way relationship: the mentor has responsibilities, but so too, does the mentee. As we wait for the hospitalist field to further develop, new academic hospitalists must become proactive in seeking guidance in career development. The Academic Hospitalist Academy, cosponsored by SHM, SGIM, and ACLGIM, is an example of this type of training. As a part of this course, participants learn of the rules and the opportunities for success in academic hospital medicine. Success for academic hospitalist groups will likely follow from understanding what success looks like. The Academy provides an excellent program for distributing that knowledge.

Research Training in Hospital Medicine

Many traditionalists would insist that Hospital Medicine could evoke the same training paradigm as other subspecialties in medicine (ie, fellowships). Unfortunately there are not a sufficient number of GME-funded positions to handle the number of hospitalists required to advance the mission of academic hospital medicine. Moreover, fellowship training for every academic hospitalist would be unlikely to produce the desired results of improving the delivery of inpatient care. The academic agenda for the hospitalist depends on understanding the “hospital system,” and then executing improvements that lead to safer, more efficient and effective care. In this way, the academic hospitalist academic training is much more akin to a Master of Business Administration (MBA) than it is to a Bachelor of Science (BS) degree: namely, via job immersion, the hospitalist develops a greater systems understanding that should inform his or her academic career. Thus, a fellowship right out of residency may not have the same urgency for the hospitalist as it does for the subspecialist. Nevertheless, those hospitalists seeking an academic scholarly career will experience major benefits from fellowship training. Academic hospitalists need not focus only on the few existing hospitalist fellowships; they can obtain the necessary training in research skills via a general medicine fellowship, of which there are many. For this cohort of hospitalists, we strongly encourage training in a general medicine, health services, or outcomes research fellowship, with an emphasis on research techniques as they apply to the measurement of quality, patient safety, and/or clinical education.

With respect to academic hospitalists, it is likely that nothing is as important as the question of mentorship. Even the hardest working hospitalist can lose their way without guidance and a roadmap; the mentor is central to both. But the lost opportunity is not borne by the individual physician alone; the academic department loses too. Because the hospitalist’s value depends on sufficient familiarity with a specific system prior to leveraging improvements, the department accrues maximal benefits in efficiency and effectiveness only if it can maintain retention for at least 2 years. The turnover carries major costs; recruitment costs money, and every new hospitalist engenders major start-up costs. Faculty members who become completely integrated into the department have higher retention rates than those who consider themselves outside the main stream. Mentorship will greatly increase the probability that hospitalists will progress and feel the importance to the department. Academic hospital medicine must strive over the next 5 to 10 years to become totally integrated in the academic culture of every institution. This task will take great leadership both at the local level and at a national level. We agree with the authors that the SHM and the SGIM can both provide important assistance to young hospital medicine groups. We applaud the authors of this article for making explicit this next major challenge for the field.
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